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Great Achievement Quotes        

“You don’t 
have to be 

great to get 
started. But 

you have to get 
started to be 

great.”
Les Brown

“The way we live our days, is the way we live our lives.” - Annie Dillard

“Start a huge, foolish project, like Noah. It makes absolutely
no difference, what people think of you.” - Rumi

“We all live in suspense from day to day, from hour to hour;
in other words, we are the hero of our own story.” - Mary McCarthy

“When you’re following your energy and doing what you want all
the time, the distinction between work and play dissolves.” - Shakti Gawain

“Our prayers are answered not when we are given what we ask,
but when we are challenged to be what we can be.” - Morris Adler

“A dream is just a dream. A goal is a dream with a plan and a
deadline.” - Harvey Mackay

“It is good to dream, but it is better to dream and work.
Faith is mighty, but action with faith is mightier. Desiring

is helpful, but work and desire are invincible.” - Thomas Robert Gaines

“With every wish that you make comes the power to make it come true.
But it is up to you to provide the work that will make it a reality.

Are you using your power to make your wishes come true today?” - Libby Rosenauer

“It’s a simple formula; do your best and somebody might like it.” - Dorothy Baker

“Dost thou love life? Then do not squander time, for that’s the
stuff life is made of.” - Benjamin Franklin

“Watch the woman ahead of you and you’ll learn why she is ahead.
Then emulate her.” - Unknown

“People are like stained-glass windows. They sparkle and shine
when the sun is out, but when the darkness sets in, their true

beauty is revealed only if there is a light from within.” - Elizabeth Kübler-Ross

“Tell me, what is it you plan to do
with your one wild and precious life?” - Mary Oliver

“Our background and circumstances may have infl uenced who 
we are, but we are responsible for who we become.” - Barbara Geraci

“What a wonderful life I’ve had! I only wish I’d realized
it sooner.” - Colette

“The great tragedy of life is not death, but what dies inside
of us while we live.” - Norman Cousins

“Concentrate on where you want to go, not on what you fear.” - Anthony Robbins  

“Dreams come a size too big so that we can grow into them.” - Josie Bisset

“Everyone has inside of him a piece of good news. The good news
is that you don’t know how great you can be! How much you can

love! What you can accomplish! And what your potential is!” - Anne Frank

“Your mind can only hold one thought at a time. Make it a positive
and constructive one.” - H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

“All successful people, men and women, are big dreamers. They 
imagine what their future could be, ideal in every respect, 

and then they work every day toward their distant vision, that 
goal or purpose.” - Brian Tracy 
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